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Abstract: The recovery perspective on stress management is new and few recovery intervention
studies have been conducted. The aim of the study was to evaluate behavioral effects of a func-
tionalistic stress recovery intervention, in which individuals perceiving high levels of stress were
encouraged to pay attention to possibilities to perform potential recovery behaviors in everyday life
and to choose behaviors that were predicted to lead to resource restoration. Seventy-three individuals
were randomly allocated to either a 10-week intervention or a waiting-list control group. Three types
of recovery behavior factors during leisure time were studied: perceived recovery opportunities (i.e.,
control), relaxational behaviors (i.e., relaxation), and positively challenging behaviors (i.e., mastery).
In comparison with the control group, the intervention group significantly improved, showing high
between-group effect sizes, regarding perceived recovery opportunities (p < 0.001; d = 0.75) and relax-
ational behaviors (p < 0.001; d = 0.80). Both groups normalized their levels of positively challenging
behaviors between pre- and postassessment, and no statistically significant group difference was
demonstrated. Analyses of reliable and clinically significant changes demonstrated results in favor of
the intervention group regarding perceived recovery opportunities and relaxational behaviors but not
positively challenging behaviors. The tested intervention warrants further research, for example, if a
modified version of the intervention including components aiming at increasing postwork positively
challenging behaviors would be beneficial for the improvement of the behavior and for health.

Keywords: stress management: behavior change; intervention; prolonged stress; stress recovery;
recovery experiences; control; relaxation; mastery; RCT

1. Introduction

Modern life includes repeated exposure to situations in which stress responses are
activated [1]. These are important for handling threatening situations [2]. They can
also enhance “positive” emotions [3] and performances [4]. However, prolonged stress
responses are harmful, possibly resulting in low levels of wellbeing and ill health, such
as exhaustion/burnout [2,5,6]. In particular, work stress has been shown to be associated
with prolonged stress-related ill health [7]. There is moderate-quality evidence that work
stressors in terms of effort–reward imbalance, low procedural and relational justice, high
job demands, low coworker and supervisor support, high emotional demands, and low
decision authority increase the incidence of stress-related disorders from 20 to 90 percent [7].

Prolonged stress responses imply a lack of stress recovery (henceforth usually only
named recovery). Accordingly, several researchers have explained stress-related ill health,
such as burnout, explicitly in terms of impaired recovery processes after periods of stress
and strain [8–10]. Although recovery at work is likely to be of importance [11,12], there
is the greatest evidence that recovery in leisure time is highly important [13]. It seems
possible to help people at risk for developing stress-related ill health, such as burnout,
by strengthening their recovery-facilitating behaviors after stressful situations and effort
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expenditure [14]. However, the recovery perspective on stress management is new and
fairly unexplored. Skinner et al. [15] analyzed 100 assessments of coping, which included
400 ways of coping, and recovery or associated concepts such as restoration, recuperation,
or deactivation was not included even once. I suggest considering recovery behaviors in
poststress situations as a stress-coping domain, which needs to be studied as such. There
are a lot to learn, for example, how stress management interventions affect the individual’s
recovery-coping behaviors.

Recovery can be facilitated through different types of behavior. It is possible to dis-
tinguish between behaviors characterized by low levels of activation, demands, effort,
and challenges, and behaviors characterized by a moderate and positive challenge, some
demands, learning, and experiences of mastery [16,17]. I label the first type as relaxational
behaviors and the latter as positively challenging behaviors. Relaxation can be accomplished us-
ing a relaxation technique or by an activity that requires low levels effort, such as reading a
novel, watching a TV show, listening to music, and walking in the woods, whereas reading a
scientific article, playing a sport, learning carpentry, and meeting new people are examples
of activities that may involve a positively experienced challenge. Relaxational behaviors are
clearly related to the definition of a stress recovery process as psychophysiological deacti-
vation after stress and effort expenditure [18]. Although positively experienced challenging
behaviors are not that clearly associated to that process, it prospectively predicts recovery
outcomes such as decreased levels of exhaustion/burnout [19]. Mentally detaching from
stress in the poststress situation is important for recovery [20]. Positively challenging behav-
iors, which generally may require more mental attention than relaxational behaviors, can
be helpful for such detachment. Importantly, potential positively experienced challenging
behaviors, such as physical exercising, may be accompanied by physical stress responses
and a subsequent enhanced physical recovery process. For example, if you exercise before
unwinding on the couch after a stressful day at a sedentary job, the level of relaxation
has a greater potential of being high than if you immediately unwind on the couch [21].
Accordingly, positively challenging behaviors may sometimes not be a recovery behavior in
itself but a facilitator of the effectiveness of subsequential recovery behaviors. Importantly,
during an activity, the individual may experience both relaxation and challenges. For
example, for some people with high levels of stress, practicing a relaxational method is a
challenging task. The correlation between positively challenging behaviors and relaxational
behaviors during leisure time usually varies between 0.3 [17] and 0.6 [22]. A meta-analytical
examination of the (corrected) correlations between these two factors and fatigue indicated
that relaxational behaviors have a stronger relationship (−0.35) with fatigue than positively
challenging behaviors (−0.18) [16]. A study by Trogólo et al., (2020) demonstrated an
almost identical relationship between the two types of behaviors and burnout/exhaustion
(−0.39 and −0.20, respectively) [23].

Before a person decides which behavior to engage in to recover from stress, there is a
need to have, as well as perceive having, room for a recovery-facilitating behavior. In line
with this, to experience that you can decide for yourself what to do in your free time is
associated with recovery [13,22], and persons perceiving high levels of demands and stress
may not have or perceive this opportunity [17]. Bennet et al., (2016) compared different
ways of recovering during leisure time among employees, and the combination of fairly
high levels of perceptions of recovery opportunities, relaxational behaviors, positively
challenging behaviors, and constructive reflection on work challenges, which is the most
common, indicated a preference for these behaviors [24]. In addition, from an outcome
point of view, this “recovery profile” was the most desirable as it was associated partly
with well-being (indicated by somatic complaints at low levels of exhaustion) and partly
with work engagement.

Only a few studies have investigated interventions that directly aimed to intervene
both positively challenging behaviors and relaxational behaviors, and the results showed
that improvements can be achieved. For example, in a study by Hahn et al., (2011), such
an intervention led to roughly equal effects for the two types of behaviors (relaxational
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behaviors: d = 0.58, and positively challenging behaviors: d = 0.68) [25]. It is unclear what
effects can be achieved via a recovery behavior intervention where no specific types of
recovery behaviors are intervened but where the choice of type of behavior change is based
on the person’s own self-observations, preferences, and predictions.

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether subjects with high levels of
perceived stress participating in a functionalistic stress recovery intervention, in which
individuals were encouraged to pay attention to possibilities to perform potential recovery
behaviors and to choose behaviors that were predicted to lead to high levels of recovery
outcomes in poststress situations in everyday life, in comparison with a waiting-list control
group, would increase perceptions of recovery opportunities, relaxational behaviors, and
positively challenging behaviors, during off-job time.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The inclusion criteria were (a) experiencing stress symptoms (such as difficulty to
relax, tiredness, restlessness, headache, tension, irritability, worry, and difficulty in con-
centrating); (b) high levels of perceived stress (≤25 on the Perceived Stress Scale, PSS);
(c) professional work at least 20 h per week, (d) being aged 25 to 55; (e) having practical
possibilities of participating in the intervention (i.e., daily access to a computer with internet
access, possibilities of participating in the live meetings, and ability to communicate in
Swedish). The exclusion criteria were problems or circumstances that were expected to
complicate participation in the program, such as substance abuse and severe psychiatric
problems, and/or indicated that other interventions were more relevant and, therefore,
should be prioritized.

2.2. Design

Participants were recruited through advertisements in the local newspapers (Öster-
sund, Sweden), on Facebook, and on Google. All individuals fulfilling the criteria were
randomized to either an intervention group (INT) or a waiting-list control group (WLC).
An intention-to-treat approach was used [26]. Allocation to either the INT or the WLC
was conducted consecutively, in five waves. A block randomization was used and out
of 219 individuals who signed up for the study, 73 were randomized to either the INT
(n = 35) or the WLC (n = 38). Two intervention completers and seven out of the eleven
participants who did not complete the intervention withdrew from the postassessment.
From the WLC-group, five did not complete the postassessment.

2.3. Assessment and Measures

The PSS (14 items; scale: 0–4) measures the degree to which situations in a person’s
life are appraised as stressful [27]. Eskin and Parr [28] have reported a PSS mean value
of 24.4 using a sample of university students in Sweden. The Cronbach’s alpha value
is often around 0.8 [27,28]. In the present sample, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.74. Data
from the self-report outcome measures used in the present study were collected (online)
immediately before (pre) and immediately after the intervention (post). The Swedish
versions of the following self-report measure were used as outcome measures: Control
(four items), Relaxation (three items), and Mastery (four items), all subfactors included
in the Swedish version of the Recovery Experiences Questionnaire (scale 1–5) measuring
experiences associated with postwork recovery [22]. All three factors are related to several
well-being indicators [17]. The Swedish version of the REQ has been proven to have good
convergent and discriminant validity for all factors [22]. The composite reliabilities in a
general Swedish sample were 0.89 for Control, 0.87 for Relaxation, and 0.84 for Mastery.
The Control subscale was used as an indicator of perceived opportunities to engage in recovery
behaviors during off-job time. The items were: ”I feel like I can decide for myself what to do”,
”I decide my own schedule”, ”I determine for myself how I will spend my time”, and ”I
take care of things the way that I want them done”. Cronbach’s alpha in the present sample
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was 0.88. The subscale Relaxation was used as an indicator of relaxational behaviors during
off-job time. The items were: ”I kick back and relax”, ”I use the time to relax”, and ”I take
time for leisure”. Cronbach’s alpha in the present sample was 0.88. The subscale Mastery
was used in order to measure positively challenging behaviors during off-job time. The scale
includes the following items: ”I learn new things”, ”I seek out intellectual challenges”, ”I
do things that challenge me”, and ”I do something to broaden my horizons”. In the present
sample, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.78.

2.4. Background Data

Background data were collected via questions online at preassessment. Among the
total of 73 participants who entered the study (of which 55 were women), the mean age
was 41.4 years (SD 7.43). Work positions were distributed as follows: high-level managers
(n = 6), low-level managers (n = 6), blue-collar workers (n = 21), white-collar workers
(n = 17), temporarily employed (n = 13), and others (n = 9). Around half (n = 35) of them
worked approximately 40 h per week (which is the general norm in Sweden). Twenty-five
participants worked more and 12 worked less than that. The participants attributed stress
symptoms to a larger extent to the working situation than their private life. Only six
participants did not agree at all that their stress symptoms were due to their private life.
Sixty-five participants had no sick-leave and the mean of the level of sick-leave for the
remaining 6 participants was 75 percent of (data were missing from two participants). The
mean score on the PSS was 33.32 (SD 5.64) and that on the burnout score measured by the
Shirom–Melamed Burnout Questionnaire was 4.78 (SD 0.82), which is in between the 75th
and 90th percentiles in a general Swedish population [29], and 0.46 standard deviations
above the cut-off score (4.4) for severe burnout suggested by Lundgren-Nilsson et al. [30].
The mean scores of Control, Relaxation, and Mastery were 0.69, 0.66, and 0.59 standard
deviations lower, respectively, than the mean values of a Swedish general population [31].

2.5. The Intervention

The intervention used in the present study, BRIGHT-recovery (BRIGHT is an acronym
for Behavioral Recovery Intervention for General Health and Thriving; in recent studies, the
intervention has been labeled ”Balance in everyday life”), has been tested in several stud-
ies [8,14,32]. In the previous study of the intervention, assumed effects of recovery behav-
iors, but not such behaviors, were studied, and at postintervention, all measures (burnout,
the burnout antecedents perceived stress and tension, and the burnout concomitants anxiety
and depression) demonstrated high between-group-effect-sized improvements (Cohen’s
d ≥ 0.8) [33]. In the present study, the same sample was used.

The intervention consisted of seven 2.5 h group sessions including 3–8 participants
over a period of approximately 10 weeks, led by me, who is a licensed psychologist
and licensed psychotherapist with training in cognitive–behavioral therapy. The primary
targets in the intervention were to engage in any type of behavior (at work and outside
of work) that were possible to perform and predicted to lead to recovery effects (such
as restored levels of vitality), in the current situation. The general goal was to use five
recovery potential behaviors every day with a minimum duration of ten minutes, and to
evaluate the recovery outcomes of the specific behavior in the specific situation in which
the behavior was used. The participants were trained in the coping technique Applied
tension release [34] and encouraged to use the skill during recovery behaviors, for example,
when watching TV or reading or riding a bike, in order to enhance the psychophysiological
deactivation (i.e., the recovery processes) and the recovery effects (e.g., vitality). A range of
intervention components were used to support what has been described above, such as
psychoeducation and rationale for the change in recovery behaviors, behavior planning,
behavior diaries, modeling, recovery training during the sessions, positive feedback, and
identification of recovery supporting factors and recovery obstacles in everyday life.

The most innovative aspects of this intervention was the emphasis that recovery at
work was generally as important as recovery during leisure time; that the participant
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themselves had to select, test, and evaluate the recovery outcomes of different activities in
different situations, to use a general frequency goal of five recovery-potential activities per
day, and to perform the training of relaxation skills with the (sole) purpose of strengthening
psychophysiological deactivation in recovery situations; that the therapist completely
refrained from supporting other forms of change (e.g., stress reduction when exposed to
external stressors) than improved recovery behaviors. For a more detailed description of
the intervention, see Almén et al., (2020) [32].

2.6. Statistical Analysis

To check for comparability between groups at pretreatment, a series of independent
group t tests and chi-square tests were conducted.

One participant (in the INT) did not complete the assessment of the outcome variables
at pretreatment, and fourteen participants (nine in the INT and five in the WLC) did not
complete the posttreatment assessment (i.e., 10.27 percent of the assessments were missing).
The amount of missing outcome variable data on item level was 10.46 percent. Missing data
were imputed at item level for each condition separately using multiple imputation (MI),
creating 10 imputed datasets [35,36]. The random number generator, Mersenne Twister,
was used. The model type used was predictive mean matching with the fully conditional
specification. To minimize overfitting, the number of predictors was limited [37,38] to four:
age and the outcome measures (Control, Relaxation, and Mastery), assessed at pretreatment.
The imputation was based on the assumption of missing data at random [39–41]. A series
of one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were performed to determine statistically
significant differences at posttreatment between the INT and the WLC on each outcome
variable, controlling for the pretreatment assessment scores on the variable analyzed [42].
The results from these analyses were pooled using Rubin’s rules [43]. Between-group effect
sizes at posttreatment were calculated using Cohen’s d; (MINT–MWLC, with adjustments for
preassessment values)/SDpooled. In order to determine the level of effects, the commonly
used suggestions by Cohen (1988) were used: small (d = 0.2), medium (d = 0.5), and large
(d = 0.8) [33].

In addition, analyses of reliable and clinically significant changes regarding Control,
Relaxation, and Mastery at posttreatment using the recommendations by Jacobson and
Truax (1991) were conducted [44]. Among the three alternative formulas for calculating cut-
off scores, I chose the criteria consisting of the value that lies within the weighted midpoint
between the norm group and participants’ mean defined as: [(SDparticipant × meannorm group)
+ (SDnorm group × meanparticipants)]/(SDparticipant + SDnorm group), yielding ≥3.06 points for
Control, ≥2.82 points for Relaxation, and ≥2.57 points for Mastery. Using the formula of
Jacobson and Truax (1991), Reliable Change Index was calculated to be at least a 0.91-point
reduction on Control, a 0.99-point reduction on Relaxation, and a 0.89-point reduction
on Mastery. Based on the Reliable Change Index, the result for the participants on each
measure at post- and follow-up assessment was categorized as a reliable improvement, a
no change, or a reliable deterioration. If the cutoff score criterion was met among those cat-
egorized as reliably improved, a clinically significant change had been accomplished [44].
Fisher’s exact probability test (2-tailed) was used to analyze differences between groups.

For further information regarding the research methodology, such as recruitment,
descriptions of the procedure, sample characteristic, the intervention, and/or reasons for
dropping out, see Almén et al. [32]. All statistical analyses were performed using JASP,
version 0.13.0, for Mac (released 2020 by JASP Team) except for the multiple imputation
that was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Mac, version 27.0 (released 2020 by IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results
3.1. Pretreatment Comparisons

No significant differences on any background (such as age, gender, perceived physical
health, attribution to stress symptoms, working and conditions, and sick leave) or out-
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come variables were found between the INT (n = 35) and the WLC (n = 38), or between
participants that completed (n = 59) and did not complete (n = 14) the postassessment.

3.2. ANCOVAs

After adjusting for the scores on the Control-scale at pretreatment assessment, there
were statistically significantly higher (i.e., better) scores on the Control in the INT compared
with the WLC at postassessment, t(1, 70) = 3.95, p < 0.001. After adjusting for the scores on
the Relaxation-scale at pretreatment assessment, there were statistically significantly higher
(i.e., better) scores on the Relaxation in the INT compared with the WLC at postintervention
assessment, t(1, 70) = 3.78, p < 0.001. After adjusting for the scores on the Mastery-scale at
pretreatment assessment, there were no statistically significant differences on the Mastery
between the INT and the WLC at posttreatment assessment, t(1, 70) = 0.76, p = 0.446.

Means and standard deviations for the outcome variables at pre- and postassessments
for each group (INT and WLC) are presented in Table 1. In addition, differences in means
between the groups at postassessments and p values from ANCOVAs with adjustments
for preassessment values, with 95% CI, and between-group effect sizes (Cohen’s d), are
presented in the table.

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Outcome Variables, Differences in Means Between the
INT and the WLC at Postassessments with Adjustments for Preassessment values, With 95% CI, and
Between-Group Effect Sizes (Cohen’s d).

Pre Post

Variable Measure M (SD) M (SD) Between-Group Between-Group

INT WLC INT WLC Difference [CI] p Effect Size
[Level]

Perceived recovery
opportunities Control 2.74 (0.99) 2.68 (1.00) 3.41 (0.85) 2.69 (0.82) 0.70 [0.35–1.04] <0.001 0.75 [high]

Relaxational behavior Relaxation 2.49 (0.93) 2.55 (1.05) 3.26 (0.84) 2.63 (0.80) 0.64 [0.31–0.98] <0.001 0.80 [high]
Positively challenging

behavior Mastery 2.28 (0.76) 2.44 (0.84) 2.86 (1.04) 2.85 (0.97) 0.14 [−0.22–0.49] 0.446 0.14 [trivial]

Note. INT = intervention group; WLC = waiting-list control group; ANCOVA = analysis of covariance;
CI = Confidence interval. All variables refer only to behaviors during leisure time.

3.3. Reliable and Clinically Significant Changes

Table 2 displays how many participants from the INT and the WLC ended up in each
outcome category on the measures: Control, Relaxation, and Mastery, at posttreatment. The
INT (compared to the WLC) had a significantly higher proportion of reliable improvements
(p = 0.002) as well as clinically significant changes (p = 0.005) regarding Control, and
the WLC had a significantly higher proportion of no change (p = 0.028). No statistically
significant differences between the groups regarding reliable improvements or no change
were demonstrated on Relaxation. However, statistically significant differences regarding
clinically significant improvements (p = 0.010) and reliable deterioration (p = 0.026) in
favor of the INT were demonstrated. When it comes to Mastery, no statistically significant
differences between the groups were shown for any of the four outcome categories.

Table 2. Clinical Outcomes Regarding the Measures Control, Relaxation, and Mastery at Posttreat-
ment Assessment Separated by Randomized Groups.

Control Relaxation Mastery
Outcome Category Post-Treatment, n (%) Post-Treatment, n (%) Post-Treatment, n (%)

INT (n = 35) WLC (n = 38) INT (n = 35) WLC (n = 38) INT (n = 35) WLC (n = 38)

Clinically significant improvement 10 (28.6%) 1 (2.6%) 10 (28.6%) 2 (5.3%) 7 (20.0%) 3 (7.9%)
Reliable improvement 1 (2.9%) 1 (2.6%) 3 (8.6%) 4 (10.5%) 1 (2.9%) 5 (13.2%)

No change 22 (62.9%) 33 (86.9%) 22 (62.9%) 26 (68.4%) 27 (77.14%) 29 (76.3%)
Reliable deterioration 2 (5.7%) 3 (7.9%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (15.8%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.6%)
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4. Discussion

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first randomized controlled trial investigating
the effects of a functionalistic stress recovery intervention—in which individuals were
encouraged to perform self-chosen behaviors that were recovery-functional at the specific
time they were performed—on perceptions of recovery opportunities, relaxational behav-
iors (which is characterized by low levels of activation, demands, effort, and challenges),
and positively challenging behaviors (characterized by a moderate and positive challenge,
some demands, learning, and experiences of mastery) during off-job time among people
with high levels of perceived stress.

Research shows that recovery-facilitating behaviors become less likely when the
number of stressors is high and recovery is needed [16,45]. This study supports, at least
partially, the assumption that an intervention aiming at strengthening recovery behaviors
in everyday life may be a way to solve this recovery paradox. In comparison with the
WLC, the INT improved perceived recovery opportunities and relaxational behaviors but
not positively challenging behaviors off work. Below, I reflect on the results for each
outcome variable.

Perceived recovery opportunities (during leisure time). A possible common reason for
the recovery paradox is that when we are experiencing prolonged stress and a need
for recovery, we lack experiences of opportunities for recovery. The intervention led to
statistically significant and high-level-effect-sized improvements in comparison with the
WLC. In addition, the intervention led to a higher proportion of reliably improved and
clinically significant improved participants compared to the WLC. The mean value on the
Control scale in a Swedish general population sample was 3.41 [31], which was exactly the
score for the INT at postassessment. The intervention may have intervened perceptions
of recovery opportunities by continuously supporting the individual to plan for recovery
behaviors, perhaps implicitly signaling that almost everyone has, or can create, recovery
opportunities. If a person is repeatedly asked to plan for recovery behaviors, they may
increase the perceptions of opportunities that were not previously perceived. Perceptions
of recovery opportunities may also increase as a function of experiences of having practiced
a recovery behavior and positive experiences of the behavior. Consequently, recovery
behavior and perceptions of recovery opportunities may mutually influence each other.
Notably, the intervention did not aim to support the removal of any other activity or stressor
in order to receive room for recovery. Stressors in life were normalized. The improvements
in recovery opportunities may be of primary importance for solving the recovery paradox.

Relaxational behaviors (during leisure time). The INT increased relaxational behaviors,
in comparison with the WLC, and the in-between-group effect size was high. Statistically
significant differences regarding clinically significant improvements (p = 0.010) and reliable
deterioration (p = 0.026) in favor of the INT were demonstrated. The mean value of the Re-
laxation scale in a Swedish general population sample was 3.19 [31], and the INT surpassed
that score at postassessment. This improvement is very promising as relaxational behav-
iors during leisure time are clearly related to the essence of the proposed process leading
to recovery: psychophysiological deactivation after stress and effort. Notwithstanding,
research demonstrates mixed results regarding relaxational and low-effort activities effects
on recovery from stress. For example, whereas Bennet and Bakker (2018) [16], in their
meta-analysis of recovery experiences, showed that recovery experiences are important for
fatigue and vigor, a study by Rock and Ziljstra (2006) [46] indicated that low-effort activities
were not helpful for recovery to occur, as they were associated with increased levels of
fatigue. These seemingly inconsistent findings may be explained by the fact that low-effort
activities do not necessarily mean that the person is relaxed. Low-effort activities can be
associated with rumination and depression [47], which includes stress rather than recovery
responses [48,49]. This supports the assumption that it is important to pay attention to how
people behave covertly, i.e., whether they deactivate or not when performing various activ-
ities in potential recovery situations and offer help to those who have difficulty relaxing in
these situations to do so (for example, via tension-release skills training).
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Positively challenging behaviors (during leisure time). The INT did not statistically signifi-
cantly increase positively challenging behaviors, in comparison with the WLC. Accordingly,
the analyses of reliable and clinically significant changes did not show any differences
between the groups. The lack of between-group differences seems to, in part, be due to the
fact that not only the INT but also the WLC made statistically significant (paired samples
t-tests; p < 0.001) improvements between pre- and postintervention, and with Cohens’s
d values of 0.64 for the INT and 0.45 for the WLC, suggesting approximately medium-level
within-group effect sizes. Both groups reached approximately the mean value (2.91) of
the Mastery scale in a Swedish general population sample [31]. The WLC did not change
the levels of relaxational behavior or perceived recovery opportunities between pre- and
postintervention according to the conducted paired samples t-tests.

The result of the study supports the assumption that the studied recovery factors are
state and not trait factors, probably controlled by a range of factors that we need to learn
more about.

Although it was not part of the purpose of the study, it may be of interest to report
results from some prediction analyses: According to linear regression analyses based
on change scores for the total sample using the measure Adjusted R square, improved
perceived recovery opportunities explained 17.1 percent (p < 0.001) of the variance in relax-
ational behaviors, and 12.8 percent (p = 0.002) of the variance in positively challenging be-
haviors. Relaxational behaviors and challenging behaviors explained 12.4 percent (p = 0.002)
and 11.0 percent (p = 0.003), respectively, of the reduction in Burnout at post (burnout effects
of the intervention have been reported earlier, see Almén et al. [32]). Changes in perceived
recovery opportunities explained 8.1 percent (p = 0.009) of the changes in burnout. Together,
relaxational behaviors and positively challenging behaviors accounted for 18.2 percent
(p < 0.001) of the reduction, indicating that it is of importance to change both behaviors
in order to reduce burnout. Adding perceived recovery opportunities to the explanatory
model, the model independent variables explained 18.0 percent (p = 0.001) of the burnout
reduction, which is in line with, but does not prove the correctness of, the assumption in
the present paper that the measure control covers perceived recovery opportunities and
not recovery behaviors.

4.1. Limitations

The study has some limitations. First, although the recommended multiple imputation
method was used [39,50], the amount of missing data (10.46%) could influence the conclu-
sions that were drawn from the data. Second, the intervention methodology could have
been confounding with the therapist factor as only one therapist was used. Third, therapist
behavior was not assessed, which means that it was impossible to analyze/assess if the ther-
apist supported or undermined the studied variables. Fourth, concomitant interventions or
other factors possibly influencing the studied variables were not controlled for. Therefore,
it was not possible to find plausible causes of the improvements in positively challeng-
ing behavior between pre- and postintervention in the WLC. Fifth, as the variables were
only assessed pre- and postintervention, it was not possible to analyze perceived recovery
opportunities as a mediator of the change in relaxational and challenging behaviors.

4.2. Future Research

The result of this study warrants investigation of whether the type of intervention
tested in the present study, in different settings, using different therapists, and including
different populations, will lead to the same or different effects that have been demonstrated
in the present study. Analyses of reliable and clinically significant changes show that
there are many individuals who do not reliably improve the studied behaviors, which
motivates investigating the reason for the change in behavior of some but not others.
It would also be valuable to study if a modified version of the intervention including
components aiming at eliciting and reinforcing postwork positively challenging behavior
would increase the behavior, and lead to a larger reduction in burnout, and in burnout
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covaried factors such as perceived stress, tension, anxiety, and depression, among people
with high levels of perceived stress. Of further importance is to investigate how different
types of potential recovery behavior, both at work and outside work, in a stress recovery
behavior intervention context, mediates changes in burnout in different populations and
contexts. Recovery opportunities as a mediator of the change in different recovery behaviors
would also be valuable to study.

A brief version of the intervention has been studied using a single-subject experimen-
tal design, and studies using such a design control for threats to internal validity [51,52],
and systematic replications are necessary to evaluate the external validity [53,54]. For the
intervention to be available for as many people interested in taking part in the intervention
as possible, this brief version of the intervention warrants further investigation. As contin-
uous measures of potential recovery behaviors and perceptions of recovery opportunities
were not used in the testing of the brief version of the intervention, such measures would be
of importance to include. Digital versions of the intervention with a low degree of therapist
support may also be warranted to study for the sake of availability. Lastly, investigation of
physiological measures, such as heart rate variability, which is an established associated
factor in burnout [55] and a predictor for both mortality and morbidity [56], possibly ac-
companied by recovery behaviors, would be of great interest to include when studying
functionalistic stress recovery interventions.

5. Conclusions

This study shows that the new and innovative functionalistic behavior change in-
tervention BRIGHT, which can be contrasted to interventions with a specific behavioral
topographical target (e.g., increasing the degree of time in nature), meaningfully changes
its behavioral target: “recovery behaviors” in everyday life. Given that the intervention in
a previous study was shown to greatly reduce stress and burnout, it would be valuable to
further research the intervention.
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